Paternal care is an evolutionary mystery. Despite extensive research, both theoretical and 11 experimental, the reasons for its ubiquity remain unclear. Common explanations include kin 12 selection and limited accuracy in parentage assessment. However, these explanations do not 13 cover the breadth of circumstances in which paternal care has been observed, particularly in 14 cases of uncertain paternity. Here we propose that microbes may play a key role in the 15 evolution of paternal care among their hosts. Using computational models, we demonstrate 16 that microbes associated with increased paternal care could be favoured by natural selection. 17 We find that microbe-induced paternal care could evolve under wider conditions than 18 suggested by genetic models. Moreover, we show that microbe-induced paternal care is more 19 likely to evolve when considering paternal care interactions that increase microbial 20 transmission, such as feeding and grooming. Our results imply that factors affecting the 21 composition of host microbiome may also alter paternal behaviour. 22 Keywords 23 Microbiome, paternal care, mathematical model, extra-pair mating, sexual conflict, 24 nongenetic inheritance 25 26
Introduction
paternal behaviour due to contracting different microbes at the mating stage. We initially 120 assume that males have full paternity in their brood and relax that assumption later (see Fig.   121 3). where the father carries microbes of type , that have no effect on behaviour. Males carrying do not care for the offspring and can be involved in additional matings (illustrated is the case = 1).vertical transmission probability through maternal influence (prenatal and postnatal).probability of transmission through paternal care.
-probability of male-tofemale microbe transmission during mating.probability of transmission through maleto-female nurture.
We assume the following order of events within the reproductive process: transmission via 123 mating occurs first, second is maternal transmission, and finally transmission via paternal 124 care, if exists. 125 The condition for evolution of microbe type (see Supplementary for full derivation) is 126 given by: success for a rare caring mutant of type , where is a factor governing the cost of caring.
139
In the genetic case, the cost-benefit isocline is given by Eq. 1. The range of conditions where 140 a gene for paternal care evolves is shown by the grey area (Fig. 2) . The conditions where a 141 microbe inducing paternal care evolves can be much wider, shown by the areas below the green lines. The range widens with , the probability of microbe transmission through 143 paternal care and narrows with , the transmission probability during mating ( Fig. 2 ). Even S1). This is in large part due to the maternal transmission of microbes to the offspring, the 147 probability of which is assumed to be stronger than that of maternal genes ( = 0.5).
148
However, reduced maternal transmission also allows microbe-induced paternal care to evolve 149 quite easily (see Supplementary Figure S2 ). Counter intuitively, the results also demonstrate 150 that microbial genes inducing paternal care behaviour can evolve even in the paradoxical case 151 where paternal "care" decreases offspring fitness (see Supplementary, Figure S3 ).
152
Overall, if the ratio of transmission probability through paternal care to the probability 153 through mating is sufficiently large, microbe-induced paternal care widens the range of 154 conditions that allows for the evolution of paternal care behaviour. This is more significant 155 when paternal care carries a substantial cost to the benefactor in terms of mating success or 156 does not provide enough benefit to the beneficiary. paternal care of that male 11 . The more the father invests in its offspring, the fitter they will be, Offspring sired by an extra-pair mate are 1 + times more fit than offspring sired by the social mate. Offspring that receive paternal care are 1 + times more fit than offspring that do not receive it.
170
Let be the fitness of an offspring with a social father of type , a mother of type , and a 171 biological father of type (denoted by if the social father is also the biological father). The dynamics between the two microbe types ( and ) are strongly affected by the ratio 207 between transmission probability through paternal care ( ) and transmission probability 208 through mating ( ). Generally, a higher allows for a wider range of conditions in which 209 microbe-induced paternal care can evolve (see Supplementary Figure S6 for extreme values 210 of ). Fig. 5 demonstrates the asymmetric contagiousness case, when microbes of type In this work, we present an alternative explanation to a long-standing evolutionary probability of paternal transmission of microbes via care, resulting from interactions 234 corresponding to feeding, grooming). We demonstrate that microbe-induced paternal care can likely to carry microbes of the same type as his mother, especially in cases where paternal 280 involvement is meagre or lacking.
281
Our model joins the rank of previous models concerning the role of different nongenetic 282 elements in the evolution of social traits 29, [92] [93] [94] . Recent evidence suggests that microbes hold a 283 significant role in shaping host evolution 24, 29, 95, 96 . However, it is worth noting that the paternal care [105] [106] [107] [108] , yet the mechanism by which microbes may regulate paternal behaviour is 293 still to be experimentally validated. Our results call for empirical testing of our predictions: 294 that microbes are involved in the regulation of paternal behaviour, and that factors that affect 295 the composition of host microbiome dramatically (e.g., antibiotics 109, 110 ) may also alter 296 paternal behaviour.
